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An Untapped Resource: Patient and Public Involvement in Implementation

Comment on “Knowledge Mobilization in Healthcare Organizations: A View From the Resource-Based View of the Firm”

Christopher Burton*, Jo Rycroft-Malone

Abstract

This commentary considers the potential role of patient and public involvement in implementation. Developing an analytical thread from the resource-based view of the Firm, we argue that this involvement may create unique resources that have the capacity to enhance the impact of implementation activity for healthcare organisations.
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The recent interest in the potential of the resource-based view of the Firm as an explanatory framework for knowledge mobilisation in healthcare provides an opportunity to consider the roles that different stakeholders, and specifically patients and the public, might play in creating unique and important knowledge resources for organisations. Protecting personal health, including the lay management of health problems, is largely influenced by the media, and social and cultural norms. However, the increasing complexity of healthcare, together with the growing prevalence of long-term health conditions has required a re-evaluation of the ways in which services are delivered. In this sense, healthcare can be seen as a collaborative endeavour between patients and professionals, which focuses on the exchange of different forms of knowledge, addressing uncertainty and ongoing evaluation.

Broadly, implementation focuses on closing the gap between evidence and practice. Current debates within the field of implementation research have principally focused on 4 key areas: broadening conceptualisations of knowledge; the contingent nature of clinical, organisational and political contexts in shaping and mediating implementation; strategies and interventions that facilitate implementation action, and the interface between knowledge production and its use in healthcare policy and practice. Patient and public involvement in implementation has significant potential to change the debate and practice within each of these 4 key areas, but as yet, this resource remains largely untapped. Growing patient and public involvement in healthcare is evident within a number of different, but related fields. These include shared decision-making at the level of clinical practice, through to strategic engagement of service users resulting from a growing consumerist discourse within public services, and challenges to professional dominance in health service provision. In addition, patient and public involvement in research has been institutionalised in the United Kingdom through organisations such as INVOLVE, which seek to raise awareness and spread good practice (http://www.invo.org.uk/). This is mirrored in the research funding application itself, where applicants are required to specify the degree of involvement, ranging from consultation to partnership that patients have had, and will have in the proposed research (eg, http://www.invo.org.uk/makeitclear/). The impacts of these shifts have recently been summarised in a systematic review, which appear limited to shaping research questions, and influencing the quality and appropriateness of research design. The degree to which more patient and public involvement has generated a more radical partnership across stakeholders in health research is uncertain.

Findings from our evaluation of a national implementation programme (Collaborations for Leadership in Applied Health Research & Care ‘CLAHRC’) within the United Kingdom has indicated that patient and public involvement in implementation has not matured to the same degree as patient and public involvement in research. In the sites that we studied, involvement was largely aspirational, and mainly focused on consultation in the design of implementation artefacts such as clinical guidelines and information booklets. Participants were attempting to ‘figure out’ the potential for involvement and there was a keenness to develop this aspect of implementation further. Here we set out 4 areas which might be helpful to consider in tapping into the potential of the expertise of patients and the public.

Firstly, and from the perspectives of those living with long-term conditions, an evidence-base that focuses on discrete experience and the interface between knowledge production and its use in healthcare policy and practice.

Secondly, and from the perspectives of healthcare professionals, the growing complexity of healthcare, together with the growing prevalence of long-term health conditions has required a re-evaluation of the ways in which services are delivered. In this sense, healthcare can be seen as a collaborative endeavour between patients and professionals, which focuses on the exchange of different forms of knowledge, addressing uncertainty and ongoing evaluation.

Thirdly, and from the perspectives of organisations, protecting personal health, including the lay management of health problems, is largely influenced by the media, and social and cultural norms. However, the increasing complexity of healthcare, together with the growing prevalence of long-term health conditions has required a re-evaluation of the ways in which services are delivered.

Fourthly, and from the perspectives of patients and the public, might play in creating unique and important knowledge resources for organisations. Protecting personal health, including the lay management of health problems, is largely influenced by the media, and social and cultural norms. However, the increasing complexity of healthcare, together with the growing prevalence of long-term health conditions has required a re-evaluation of the ways in which services are delivered.
needs may have limited relevance. Patients will draw on different forms of both professional and lay knowledge, often with limited contextual specificity, to construct personal strategies that help them manage their health. Although current conceptualisations of evidence pay attention to patient feedback, the personal and collective wisdom that emerges as a result of this knowledge construction over time provides a knowledge resource that is generally not collated, and therefore untapped. Paying attention to context is now a core feature of implementation. It is generally considered as an integrated, multilevel matrix of enabling and constraining forces within which implementation activity operates. It has both the capacity to transform, and to be transformed by, implementation. Complementing research to understand professional behaviour change, considerable attention has been paid to organisational level attributes of context such as leadership; evaluation and learning culture; and resource availability. The missing component, which has not received the same level of attention, is the micro-level context within which patients construct their own healthcare. Models of shared decision-making generally focus on integrating ‘professional evidence’ into patients’ personal reference frames of value and social support. As healthcare becomes more complex, then the decisions that patients are making are more complex and uncertain, with the need for regular renegotiation as interventions are experimented with, and personal circumstances change over time. Understanding these issues at an individual level is an important attribute of personalised healthcare. However, investigating how this personal layer of context can be melded with other aspects of existing models and frameworks may prove helpful in re-focusing attention to the individual within implementation research. There is a growing body of evidence that shows the potential of knowledge brokers and intermediaries in implementation, who play an active role in the flow of evidence across organisational and other boundaries, and so supporting professional behaviour change. Whether patients can themselves take on such a role is of interest. There is an indication that patients can play an important role in changing professional behaviour by prompting staff around safety issues such as hand hygiene. Reflecting an ambition of patient and professional partnership in care, a forthcoming clinical trial in Australia is focusing on the contribution of both patients and nurses working together to implement a care bundle to reduce the incidence of pressure damage in hospital settings. Finally, and most fundamentally, the growing rejection of implementation as a linear model of knowledge transfer from one community to another, in favour of complex model of knowledge mobilisation has brought knowledge production and its use much closer together. Often referred to as co-production, there is an emphasis on recognising the value of knowledge in all its forms that exist across all stakeholder groups, and the importance of collaboration in surfacing this knowledge through research and other strategies, and then transforming and mobilising it to where it has the potential for greatest impact. Our evaluation of the CLAHRC programme uncovered a handful of co-production activities, and highlighted the need to share learning about the barriers and incentives, and impacts of this approach to implementation. The role that patients and the public play in co-productive activities could and should be central, however to date there are limited examples to draw upon. As with research, integrating knowledge resources from patient and public involvement in implementation will generate questions about which patient and public representatives get involved and how; whether what is being represented are personal, collective or advocacy perspectives; and the consequences for implementation of differences in language and power across different stakeholder groups. However, we believe that co-production has the greatest potential to provide a new ontological platform with which to progress an ambition of patient and public involvement in implementation. It provides an appropriate framework for the emergence of different forms of knowledge that in combination has the greatest capability to improve health and healthcare. Attention is paid to the role that patients have in constructing their own therapeutic context for implementation, and so emphasises the important role that they can have in mediating the successful use of evidence in practice, care and service delivery. Ethical issues
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